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ABSTRACT We present a quantitative analysis of conformational changes of the nucleotide-binding subunits, MalK2, of the
maltose ATP-binding cassette importer MalFGK2 during the transport cycle. Distance changes occurring between selected
residues were monitored in the full transporter by site-directed spin-labeling electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy and
site-directed chemical cross-linking. We considered S83C and A85C from the conserved Q-loop and V117C located on the outer
surfaceofMalK.Additionally, twonative cysteines (C350,C360)were included in the study.OnATPbinding, small rearrangements
between the native sites, and no distance changes between positions 117 were detected. In contrast, positions 85 come closer
together in the ATP-bound state and in the vanadate-trapped intermediate and move back toward the apo-state after ATP
hydrolysis. The distance between positions 83 is shown to slightly decrease on ATP binding, and to further decrease after ATP
hydrolysis. Results from cross-linking experiments are in agreement with these ﬁndings. The data are comparedwith in silico spin-
labeled x-ray structures from both isolated MalK2 and the MalFGK2-E complex. Our results are consistent with a slightly modiﬁed
‘‘tweezers-like’’ model of closure and reopening of MalK2 during the catalytic cycle, and show an unforeseen potential interaction
between MalK and the transmembrane subunit MalG.
INTRODUCTION
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are membrane pro-
teins that mediate the uptake or export of an enormous variety
of substrates at the expense of ATP. They are found in all
organisms from bacteria to man and dysfunction is often
associated with disease. ABC transporters share a common
structural organization comprising two transmembrane do-
mains (TMDs) that form the translocation pore and two
nucleotide-binding domains (NBDs) that hydrolyze ATP (1).
In fact, in most importers, that are conﬁned to prokaryotes,
TMDs and NBDs are expressed as separate protein subunits,
whereas in most export systems of both prokaryotes and eu-
karyotes they are expressed either as half-transporters (fusion
of one TMD to one NBD) or fused into a single polypeptide
chain (2).
Recent times have seen a dramatic increase in knowledge on
ABC transporter structures. The publication of x-ray diffrac-
tion data on whole transporters such as the multidrug-exporter
Sav1866 (3), the vitamin B12-importer Btu(CD)2 with its
substrate binding protein BtuF (4), the tungstate/molybdate
importer-binding protein supercomplex ModB2C2-A (5), and
the maltose importer supercomplex MalFGK(E159Q)2-E (6)
have provided a new framework for structural research on this
class of membrane proteins. However, to obtain a deeper in-
sight into how ABC transporters couple the chemical energy
of ATP hydrolysis to conformational rearrangements that
power substrate translocation, techniques analyzing the dy-
namics of these molecules in their active state have to be used.
Among those, site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) is an extremely
powerful tool. This technique has the advantage that only the
bound paramagnetic radicals are EPR active whereas the pro-
tein itself does not cause any background signal. Thus, as-
signment of signals to structural sites becomes trivial even
in large and complex systems. Furthermore, unlike in NMR
spectroscopy, it is possible to work with natural isotopes for
protein preparation.
A spin label (SL) covalently attached to a cysteine residue
of the protein allows to gain information on molecular sur-
rounding, accessibility or motional constraints of the respec-
tive site in the protein (see Bordignon and Steinhoff for a
recent review (7)). Having attached two spin labels to a pro-
tein, it is also possible to accurately determine distances be-
tween the nitroxide moieties due to the dipolar interactions
between the magnetic moments giving rise to a dipolar broad-
ening in the continuous wave spectra for distances in the 1–2
nm range or to a modulation of the intensity of the refocused
echo in the 4-pulse double electron-electron resonance (DEER)
experiments with accessible distances in the range 1.5–8 nm.
The latter pulse sequence has already been successfully ap-
plied to membrane proteins such as the sodium/proline anti-
porter PutP of Escherichia coli (8), the bacterial lipid
A-exporter MsbA (9), and the E. coli lactose permease (10).
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We now apply this method to the maltose ABC-importer
of E. coli/Salmonella typhimurium. The maltose transporter
consists of two transmembrane subunits, MalF and MalG, a
homodimer of the nucleotide-binding subunits, MalK2, at
the cytoplasmic side of the membrane and the periplasmic
maltose-binding protein, MalE (11,12). This transporter has
served as a model for ABC import systems for more than two
decades, leading to a plethora of genetic and biochemical data
(11,12) that now can be interpreted in the light of the crystal
structures of the isolated NBDs (13) and of the full transporter
that has been solved for the ATP-bound state of the mutant
MalFGK(E159Q)2-E (6). The amino acid exchange in MalK
abolishes ATPase activity and is thought to lock the complex
in a transition state-like conformation (14). Furthermore,
MalE is permanently bound to this mutant and hence could be
co-crystallized.
Although MalF and MalG differ in the number of trans-
membrane segments (8 and 6, respectively) and their amino
acid sequences, both contain the so-called ‘‘EAA-motif’’,
also known as ‘‘L-loop’’ or ‘‘coupling helix’’, which are in
contact with MalK (6). According to the crystal structure,
MalF and MalG form a large central cavity for transport;
however, maltose is only bound to MalF (6). The MalK
subunits bind and hydrolyze ATP, thereby generating the
power stroke necessary for the rearrangements of MalFG.
Like other nucleotide-binding domains from ABC trans-
porters, MalK can be divided into a RecA-like subdomain
comprising the Walker A- and B-motifs, that constitute the
ATP binding site, and a speciﬁc a-helical subdomain en-
compassing the unique LSGGQ signature sequence (15). In
addition, MalK contains a C-terminally located ‘‘regulatory’’
subdomain that forms a large part of the dimer contact surface.
The catalytic cycle of the MalK dimer was postulated ac-
cording to the crystal structures solved for isolated MalK2 in
the apo-state as well as for the ATP- and ADP-bound con-
formers (13). On binding of ATP, thea-helical and the RecA-
like subdomains ofMalKmove into close proximity. Because
the C-terminal domains do not show any signiﬁcant motion,
the closing of the MalK dimer has been metaphorically de-
scribed as ‘‘tweezers-like’’ (16). After ATP hydrolysis has
occurred, phosphate is released and the ADP-bound MalK2
reopens to the semiopen form. Dissociation of ADP should
then complete the catalytic cycle toward the open apo-state.
The a-helical and the RecA-like subdomains of MalK are
connected by the Q-loop. This peptide region contains a
conserved glutamine residue that binds to aMg21-ion needed
as cofactor. The x-ray structure of the fully assembled trans-
porter shows that the Q-loops are in close proximity to the
EAA-loops of MalFG and furthermore to a C-terminal tail of
MalG protruding into the MalK-interface region (6). These
structural ﬁndings are in line with a number of genetic and
biochemical studies. By using site-directed cross-linking,
Daus et al. (17) showed an asymmetric interaction of the
Q-loops with MalF and MalG. Moreover, the open-to-close
transition of MalK2 on ATP binding and in the vanadate-
trapped state was monitored via Q-loop residues. As can be
seen from experiments using MalK2 covalently locked in the
closed state, ﬂexibility of these regions is essential to com-
plete the catalytic cycle of the transporter (17). Finally, a
molecular dynamics simulation suggests that conformational
switching of the Q-loops may mediate communication be-
tween TMDs and the catalytic sites (18).
In this study, we extend these studies on the Q-loop of
MalK to a detailed analysis of distance changes carried out
by continuous wave (cw) EPR and DEER spectroscopy. The
distance constraints obtained at different stages of the trans-
port cycle are compared with the crystal data of both isolated
and assembled MalK domains to elucidate the mechanistic
picture of the ATP-induced power stroke in the maltose ABC
transporter. By spin-labeling the available crystal structures in
silico and by simulating the interspin distances, a detailed
comparison between the MalK2 rearrangement in the isolated
and assembled forms was obtained. We analyzed puriﬁed
transport complex variants that contain cysteines replacing
residues S83 andA85 from theQ-loop (Fig. 1), in the apo-, the
ATP-bound, the vanadate-trapped, and the posthydrolysis
state to monitor the closure and reopening of the MalK dimer
during the transport cycle. Furthermore, we investigated the
rearrangements of the outer surface of the MalK dimer by
detecting the interspin distance between positions 117 in the
two monomers (Fig. 1). Our results show that MalK-dimer
closure and reopening in the assembled transporter is similar
to the rearrangements derived from the structures of soluble
MalK2 at a quantitative level. However, our comparative
approach also showed some important site-speciﬁc devia-
tions. The open-to-close transition seems to imply larger
movements in the isolated domains than in the assembled
complex that might be due to the missing TMDs. Most no-
tably, the C-terminal region of MalG seems to form poten-
tially relevant interactions with the Q-loop region of MalK
during the nucleotide-binding domains’ catalytic cycle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and plasmids
Plasmids were generally hosted in E. coli strain JM109. The malK alleles
of S. typhimurium were subcloned into plasmid vector pSU19. Resulting
plasmids pMM37 (His6-MalK C40S), pMM40 (His6-MalK C40S V117C)
and pMG13 (His6-MalK C40S A85C) are described in Daus et al. (17). The
encoded MalK variants still contain native cysteines at positions 350
and 360 (C352 and C362 in E. coli MalK, respectively). For complex ex-
pression, plasmids harboring the respectivemalK alleles were combined with
pMM34, carrying malFG alleles of E. coli that encode cysteine-free variants
(17). Themal genes from both organisms are functionally fully exchangeable
(19).
Construction of plasmids
Site-directed mutagenesis of malK was carried out using the Quik-change
mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Plasmid pMM37 (17) served as
template for the construction of pMG37 (His6-MalK C40S S83C).
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Puriﬁcation of MalFGK2 complexes
Polyhistidine-tagged complex variants were overproduced in strain JM109
harboring the respective plasmid combinations (see above). Puriﬁcation was
carried out as described in Landmesser et al. (20). However, in contrast to the
published protocol, MgCl2 was omitted from buffer 1 (to prevent hydrolysis
in samples used for ATP-binding). Furthermore, complexes were eluted with
200 mM imidazole in buffer 1 instead of 50 mM as in Landmesser et al. (20).
Puriﬁcation of MalE
Polyhistidine-tagged MalE was puriﬁed as described in Daus et al. (21).
Vanadate-trapping of MalFGK2 complexes
The reactionmixture routinely contained a double molar excess ofMalE over
MalFGK2. For cross-linking, 5 mM of MalE and 2.5 mM of MalFGK2 were
used. Furthermore, 0.01% maltose, 10 mMMgCl2, 4 mM ATP, and 0.5 mM
ortho-vanadate were added. The reaction was carried out in 50 mM Tris-HCl
pH 8.0, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.01% b-dodecylmaltoside, for 30 min at 37C.
For spin-labeled samples the concentration of vanadate was reduced to 0.25
mM to prevent cross-reactions of SL with vanadate. However, efﬁciency of
the trap as judged from the inhibition of ATPase activity (93%) was not
affected signiﬁcantly.
Spin-labeling of MalFGK2 complexes
Generally, complexes carrying one engineered cysteine (at position 83, 85, or
117) in eachMalK subdomain were incubated with threefold molar excess of
the methanethiosulfonate spin label (MTSSL; Toronto Research Chemicals,
Toronto, Canada) for 1 h at 4C. These mild labeling conditions reduced the
spin-labeling efﬁciency of the residual cysteines (C350 and C360). On the
contrary, incubation with a 10-fold molar excess of MTSSL overnight at 4C
was used to maximize the labeling efﬁciency of C350 and C360 in
MalF*G*K(C40S)2. Residual MTSSLwas removed by gel ﬁltration (PD-10/
NAP-columns; GE Healthcare, Freiburg, Germany). Samples were concen-
trated using Vivaspin 100 centrifuge ﬁlters (Sartorius, Goettingen, Germany)
to a ﬁnal concentration of 100–200 mM, ﬂash frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at80C until use. Spin labeling and EPR recordings were carried out
in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.01% b-dodecylmaltoside,
except for MalF*G* MalK(V117C)2 (asterisks denote cys-less variants) for
which a buffer containing 20% (v/v) 2D-glycerol was used to prolong the
phase memory time.
ATP binding was achieved by incubating the spin-labeled samples with
4 mM ATP, 0.1 mM EDTA for 10 min at room temperature before shock
freezing the sample in the quartz tube. After addition of 4 mM ATP, 4 mM
MgCl2, the sample was incubated for 30 min at 37C before freezing.
Cross-linking with homobifunctional
sulfonate cross-linkers
Sulfonate cross-linkers were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals.
The following cross-linkers were used: 1,2 ethanediylbismethanethiosulfo-
nate (EBS); 1,6 hexandiylbismethane-thiosulfonate (HBS) and 3,6,9,12,15-
pentaoxaheptadecan-1,17-diyl-bis-methanethiosulfonate (PBS). According
to Loo and Clarke (22), the approximate spacer lengths are 0.52 nm (EBS),
1.04 nm (HBS), and 2.47 nm (PBS). Reactions were carried out as described
in Daus et al. (17) using a protein concentration of 2.5 mM.Where indicated,
complex variants were incubated with 2 mM ATP and 0.1 mM EDTA for
10 min at room temperature before the addition of cross-linkers. Vanadate-
trapping was carried out as described above.
Continuous wave EPR experiments
EPR spectra for interspin distance determination were recorded at 160 K
using a homemade EPR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker rectangular
cavity. The magnetic ﬁeld was measured with a B-NM 12 B-ﬁeld meter
(Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany). A continuous ﬂow cryostat Oxford ESR
900 allowed stabilization of the sample temperature to 160 K. The micro-
wave power was set to 0.2 mW and the B-ﬁeld modulation amplitude ad-
justed to 0.25 mT. Samples were loaded into EPR quartz capillaries (3 mm
inner diameter, sample volume 40 ml).
FIGURE 1 Ribbon diagram of the MalK subunits in the isolated and assembled forms. (A) Side view of the isolated MalK2 domains in the ATP-bound form
(red and green ribbons; PDB code 1Q1E) The residues engineered to cysteines in this study (S83, A85, and V117) and the residual native cysteines (positions
352 and 362 in E. coliMalK correspond to 350 and 360 in S. typhimuriumMalK, respectively) present in the background construct MalF*G*K(C40S)2 used
for the investigation are represented in ball-and-stick models. The two ATP bound molecules are represented as ball-and-stick models in gray. (B) View on the
Q-loops of the MalK domains (red and green ribbons) in the assembled complex (PDB code 2R6G). MalF and MalG are represented both as blue and yellow
ribbons and as transparent surface models. The investigated residues and the ATP molecules bound to the supercomplex are represented as ball-and-stick
models.
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Fitting of simulated continuous wave low
temperature EPR spectra
Fitting of simulated dipolar broadened EPR powder spectra to the experi-
mental ones detected at 160 K was carried out according to the method de-
scribed in detail by Steinhoff et al. (23). Owing to the ﬂexible spin-label side
chain, a random distribution of nitroxide ring orientation with respect to the
interspin distance vector is assumed. To account for a range of distances
expected to arise from these different orientations, a Gaussian distribution of
interspin distances is allowed. During the ﬁtting procedure, the g-tensor
values, two components of the A-tensor (Axx and Ayy), and the line width
parameters were ﬁxed according to the values found from analysis of the
respective labeled species in the absence of dipolar broadening. The pa-
rameters used are gxx¼ 2.0085, gyy¼ 2.0061, gzz¼ 2.0022, Axx¼ 0.50 mT,
Ayy ¼ 0.50 mT, and Azz was variable to account for different polarity of the
SL environment (24–26). To ﬁt the dipolar broadened spectrum for the re-
spective mutant in different conditions, the average interspin distance, the
distance distribution width, and Azz were allowed to vary.
Pulse EPR experiments
Dipolar time evolution data were obtained at X-band frequencies (9.3–9.4
GHz) with a Bruker Elexsys 580 spectrometer equipped with a Bruker
Flexline split-ring resonator ER 4118X-MS3 and a continuous ﬂow He cryo-
stat (ESR900;Oxford Instruments, Oxfordshire, UK) controlled by anOxford
Instruments temperature controller ITC 503S. All measurements were carried
out at 50 K using the four-pulse DEER experiment (27): p/2(nobs) 
t1  p(nobs)  t9  p(npump)  (t11 t2  t9)  p(nobs)  t2  echo (27).
Time t9 is varied, whereas t1 and t2 are kept constant, and the dipolar evo-
lution time is given by t¼ t9 t1. Data were analyzed only for t. 0. For the
observer frequency pulses the Æxæ channels were usedwith pulse lengths of 16
ns for p/2 and 32 ns for p pulses. The electron electron double resonance p
pulse length was set to 12 ns. A two-step phase cycling (1Æxæ,Æxæ) is carried
out on p/2(nobs). The resonator was overcoupled to Q ; 100; the pump
frequency npump was set to the center of the resonator dip and coincided with
themaximumof the nitroxide EPR spectrum,whereas the observer frequency
nobs was 65 MHz higher and coincided with the low ﬁeld local maximum of
the spectrum. Proton modulation was averaged by adding traces at eight
different t1 values, starting at t1,0¼200ns and incrementing byDt1¼8 ns. In
the presence of deuterated glycerol used for its effect on the spin-lattice re-
laxation, deuterium modulation was averaged by adding traces at eight dif-
ferent t1 values, starting at t1,0 ¼ 400 ns and incrementing by Dt1 ¼ 56 ns.
The totalmeasurement time for each samplewas between 6 and 14 h. The data
analysis of the DEER traces was carried out with the software DeerAnalysis
2006.1 (28).
Simulation of distance distributions
Simulated distance distributions were constructed according to the approach
based on a rotamer library of spin-labeled residues described in detail in
Jeschke and Polyhach (29). A new rotamer library consisting of 98 rotamers
of MTSSL attached to cysteine was used that was derived by geometry
optimization of the 108 expected rotamers with a density functional theory
approach. Ten rotamers were rejected subsequently due to internal clashes.
Neglecting internal rotamer energies, populations for individual rotamers
were calculated at 175 K that is our estimate for the glass transition for the
water-glycerol mixture. It was checked that a choice of other temperatures
does not lead to strong changes as long as the temperature is above 150 K.
These populations were used as weights in the simulation of distance dis-
tributions. To account for additional broadening due to vibration of the label
the distance distribution was convoluted with a Gaussian broadening func-
tion with a width of 0.1 nm. A more detailed discussion on using rotamer
libraries in the structure determination of proteins will be published else-
where (Ye. Polyhach, D. Hilger, H. Jung, and G. Jeschke, unpublished).
Crystal structures usedwere nucleotide-freeMalK (ProteinData Bank (PDB)-
accession number 1Q1E (16)), ATP-bound MalK (1Q12 (16)), ADP-bound
MalK (2AWN (13)), and the ATP-bound form of MalFGK2-E E159Q (2R6G
(6)).
Analytical procedures
Hydrolysis of ATP was assayed in microtiter plates essentially as described
in Landmesser et al. (20). Protein concentrations were determined by the
method of Dulley and Grieve (30). SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
was carried out with 10% polyacrylamide gels as described in Landmesser
et al. (20).
RESULTS
Establishing an experimental system for
EPR-analyses of the maltose transporter
EPR measurements were carried out on puriﬁed detergent-
solubilized MalF*G*K(C40S)2 complex variants (asterisks
denote cys-less variants of MalF and MalG) spin-labeled at
positions 83, 85, and 117 in the MalK subunits, respectively.
ATPase-activitywas assayed routinely for eachmutant before
and after spin-labeling. Activities for all three cysteine vari-
ants ranged from 0.6 to 0.8mmol phosphate3min13mg1
protein and thus were ;2 to 2.5 times higher than found re-
cently for MalF*G*K (C40S)2 (17). Possibly, this might be
due to the modiﬁed puriﬁcation protocol as described under
Materials and Methods. Spin-labeling did not signiﬁcantly
affect the enzymatic activities of MalF*G*K(C40S)2 and
MalF*G*K(C40S V117C)2 (90% residual activity). In con-
trast, labeling of positions 83 or 85 caused a drop in ATPase
activity to 50% and 20%, respectively, as compared with the
unlabeled control.
Native cysteines: test experiments and
data evaluation
We carried out control experiments to prove the suitability for
EPR analysis of the MalF*G* K(C40S)2 complex carrying
two residual native cysteines in theC-terminal domain of each
MalK subunit (C350, C360, see Fig. 1). Both residues, when
mutated to either serine or alanine caused a dramatic loss in
the stability of the protein (data not shown). Although C350
and C360 have been shown previously to be only poorly ac-
cessible to thiol reactive compounds, including spin-labels
(17), a thorough investigation appeared appropriate. First, the
eventual presence of detectable interspin distances was in-
vestigated by pulse EPR (DEER) on the MalF*G*K(C40S)2
complex. Second, a labeled cysteine variant, MalF*(T92R1)
G*K(C40S)2, (in the following, R1 denotes the MTSSL side
chain) was investigated by DEER to quantify possible effects
of labeled residual cysteines on the background decay func-
tion and, consequently, on the ﬁt to obtain the distances in
the engineered doubly labeled mutants. The use of a spin-
labeled position inMalF rather than inMalK to test for residual
spin-labeling of the native cysteines is based on the rationale
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that MalF is present as a single copy in the transporter.
Thus, no interspin distances are expected to arise from the
singly labeled mutant chosen. The upper two traces in Fig.
2 A represent the dipolar evolution function (V(t)) for
MalF*G*K(C40S)2 labeled with a 10-fold molar excess of
MTSSLovernight at 4C.Traceswere obtained in the absence
(apo-transporter) and in the presence of ATP/EDTA. The
third trace in Fig. 2 A was obtained with MalF*
(T92R1)G*K(C40S)2 labeled with a threefold molar excess
of MTSSL for 1 h at 4C (i.e., milder labeling conditions).
Superimposed to the traces, the background ﬁt with an ex-
ponential function (B(t)) due to a homogeneous three-
dimensional distribution of the spins in the sample is presented.
It is immediately clear from the inspection of the two upper
traces that a slow oscillation dampening within the ﬁrst mi-
crosecond is present, indicating the presence of dipolar in-
teractions. On the contrary, such oscillations are absent in the
third trace that can be simply ﬁtted with the exponential
background decay function.
The results point to two facts: ﬁrst, interspin distances can
be detected in the MalF*G*K(C40S)2 construct indicating a
small but detectable spin-labeling of the native residual cys-
teines; second, the reaction between MTSSL and the residual
native cysteines is strongly suppressed under mild reaction
conditions that nevertheless lead to efﬁcient spin-labeling of
highly accessible cysteines (as in the case of MalF*(T92C)),
hence no interspin distances are detectable due to the labeled
residual cysteines. Thus, we conclude that our variants of the
transporter are suited for the intended study.
Fig. 2 B represents the form factors, F(t), obtained by di-
viding V(t) by B(t) and renormalizing at zero time and the ﬁts
obtained by the Tikhonov regularization with an a parameter
100. The small modulation depth obtained (15%, ;1 spin in
average per complex) indicates clearly the poor accessibility
of the native cysteines towardMTSSL (31,32). In Fig. 2C, the
distance distribution P(r) for MalK (C350R1-C360R1) in the
two states is presented. Due to the poor signal/noise ratio and
to the insufﬁciently long time traces for the accurate extraction
of the distance distributions, the data analysis is affected by
large uncertainties. Thus, an interpretation of the distance
distribution must be carried out with care. The obtained broad
distance distributionmay be interpreted in terms of three main
interspin distance peaks, one of which characterized by dis-
tances ,2.0 nm. Indication for a slight shift toward longer
distances in the overall distance distribution is found on ATP
binding. The results are in line with the Cb-Cb distances
determined from the x-ray structures of isolatedE. coliMalK2
(see Table 1). In fact, in the apo-state a short intraMalK
Cb-Cb distance between positions 352 and 362 (1.1 nm) is
expected (positions 352 and 362 in E. coli MalK correspond
FIGURE 2 DEER measurements on the background construct MalF*
G*K(C40S)2 in the absence (apo, black) and presence (red) of ATP/EDTA
and on the mutant MalF*(T92C)G*K(C40S)2 in the absence of ATP (gray).
The spectra are described in the ﬁgure only by the subunit carrying the
cysteine/s and the respective residue number (R1 denotes the MTS spin label
residue). (A) Experimental data V(t) (colored according to the legend) and
exponentially decaying background arising from a three-dimensional dis-
tribution of remote spins (black dashed lines), as ﬁtted by DeerAnalysis
2006.1 (28). (B) Background corrected experimental data F(t) and ﬁt by the
Tikhonov regularization with a regularization parameter a ¼ 100 (dashed
lines). (C) Distance distribution P(r) for the MalK C350R1-C360R1 in the
two states (colored according to the legend).
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to 350 and 360 in S. typhimuriumMalK, respectively), which
is changed only slightly in the ATP-bound state (1.2 nm in the
isolated domains and 1.0 nm in the complex). The distances
observed in the range ,2 nm in the apo- and ATP-bound
states are tentatively assigned to this interaction. The Cb-Cb
interMalK distance between 352 and 3529 is 3.8 nm for both
apo- and ATP-bound x-ray structures of the isolated domains
(3.9 nm in the complex), in line with the 2.7/3.0 nm interspin
distance peaks detected by DEER in the two states. The ad-
ditional long distance value detected by DEER at ;4 nm is
assigned to the interaction between 352 and 3629. The inter-
MalK distance between positions 362–3629 is expected to be
in the range of 6 nm, beyond the DEER range for the dipolar
evolution time chosen for the measurements.
Outer surfaces of MalK2: no distance
changes detected
Fig. 3 shows the DEER analysis carried out on the MalF*
G*K(C40S, V117R1)2 mutant in the apo- and ATP-bound
state. These positions were chosen due to their location on the
outer surfaces of the NBDs (16). To maximize the dipolar
evolution time, thus allowing a more reliable ﬁt for the long
interspin distances expected, deuterated glycerol was added to
the buffer. The dipolar evolution time could be prolonged to
2.8 and 3.2 ms in the apo- and ATP/EDTA-bound states, re-
spectively, which is sufﬁcient to detect one dipolar oscillation
due to a 4–6 nm interspin distance, but still too short to have a
reliable ﬁt of the background function B(t). In fact, to obtain a
reliable separation of a dipolar evolution function V(t) into
form factor F(t) and background factor B(t) the DEER trace
should be observed up to a time at which the dipolar oscilla-
tion has completely decayed. The position and width of the
distance peak can be hence affected by a large error. The small
modulation depth detected (20%) indicates a relatively low
spin-labeling efﬁciency for these positions (1.4 spins calcu-
lated per complex) that are characterized by an interspin
distance centered at;6 nm both in the apo- and ATP-bound
states. The data show that the distance between the outer
surfaces of the MalK dimer in the assembled complex are
not changed on ATP binding. No relevant peaks due to the
presence of spin-labeled native cysteines were present, again
TABLE 1 Experimental EPR data compared with simulated interspin distances and Cb-Cb distances from crystal structures of MalK
subunits both isolated (apo-, ATP-, and ADP-bound states) and assembled in the transporter (ATP-bound state)
Experimental interspin distances Simulated interspin distances X-ray structure
Mean
distance (nm)
Distance distribution
(FWHM) (nm)
Mean
distance (nm)
Distance distribution
(FWHM) (nm)
Cb-Cb
distance (nm)
MalF*G*K(C40S)2
Apo-state ,2–5* n.d. n.a. n.a. 1.1/3.8/4.7/5.6y
ATP-bound state ,2–5* n.d. n.a. n.a. 1.2/3.8/4.8/5.8
1.0/3.9/4.7/5.5
MalK 83
Apo-state 2.00 0.9 2.8 1.0 2.9
ATP-bound state 1.75 1.0 1.4/1.8 0.8/0.5 0.9/0.9
Posthydrolysis state 1.5z 0.7z 1.5 1.2 1.6
Vanadate-trapped state 1.6z 0.8z n.a. n.a. n.a.
MalK 85
Apo-state 2.8§ 2 3.1 1.0 3.4
ATP-bound state 1.85 (1.8z) 1.5 (1.4z) 2.1/1.9 1.1/0.7 1.9/1.7
Posthydrolysis state 1.95/3.0 3{ 2.5 1.2 2.6
Vanadate-trapped state 1.5/2.9 (1.7z) 1§ (0.8z) n.a. n.a. n.a.
MalK 117
Apo-state 6.0 1.0 7.0k n.a. 6.0
ATP-bound state 6.0 0.9 5.2k/5.2k n.a. 4.3/4.2
Abbreviations: FWHM, full width at half-maximum; n.a., not available; n.d., not determined.
*Experimental and simulated values obtained from MalK assembled in the supercomplex (PDB code 2R6G) are depicted in bold. In the presence of multiple
distance peaks or large distances (5–6 nm), the estimated error due to background subtraction is60.5 nm; for the other cases the estimated error is60.05 nm.
In the case of the construct MalF*G*K(C40S)2, the broad distance distribution detected does not allow a precise assignment of the mean distances.
yCb-Cb distances for the background construct are presented for C350–C360, C350–C3509, C350–C3609, and C360–C3609, respectively, with the prime
indicating the side chain in the opposing monomer.
zMean distance and FWHM obtained from the ﬁt with the program ‘‘dipﬁt’’ of simulated spectra to the continuous wave EPR spectra recorded at 160 K.
Error estimated to be 60.1 nm.
§Due to the relative short time range available for the dipolar evolution for the MalK85 samples, the accuracy in the determination of the distance peaks at
;4–5 nm is poor, thus they are not listed in the table.
{Estimated FWHM value for the short distance peak.
kIndicative values of the interspin distances obtained from internitrogen distances of in silico spin-labeled positions in the isolated MalK2 domains in the
absence and presence of ATP (PDB codes 1Q1E and 1Q12) and in the assembled complex (PDB code 2R6G). A pair of label rotamers was arbitrarily chosen
where the dihedral angles of the nitroxide moieties were allowed to move until a position free from steric constraints was found.
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conﬁrming our previous conclusions. To address the effect
of the spin-label side chain conformation on the interspin
distances obtained experimentally, the MTS spin-labels were
attached in silico to positions 117 and the N-N distance was
determined for an arbitrarily chosen couple of rotamers. The di-
hedral angles of the nitroxide moieties were allowed to move
until a position free fromsteric constraintswas found (Table 1).
A relatively large decrease in interspin distance was obtained
in the isolated domains going from the apo- to the ATP-bound
state (7.0 –5.2 nm) for the chosen couple of rotamers. Inter-
estingly, the assembled complex shows an interspin distance
close to 5 nm, in line with the experimental data. The closure
of the N-terminal domain of the NBDs in the complex shows
striking differences with respect to the isolated subunits.
Distance changes in the Q-loop region show
closure and reopening of the MalK dimer
The DEER analysis carried out on the MalF*G*K(C40S,
A85R1)2 variant is shown in Fig. 4. The experiments were
carried out for four different states of the transporter: theATP-
free (apo-state), the ATP/EDTA-, the posthydrolysis- and
the vanadate-trapped state. As suggested by ATPase mea-
surements of the spin-labeled protein, position 85 in MalK
seems to be particularly sensitive toward chemical modiﬁ-
cations (see above). Thus, onemight expect that spin-labeling
will also inﬂuence the conformational stability of its neigh-
boring region. A broad distance distribution is found between
the twoMalK(C40S, A85R1) subunits (Fig. 4 B) for all states
investigated. The absence of a unique well-deﬁned distance
might be related to the disturbing effect of spin-labeling on
the overall structural stability at this position (see for com-
parison Fig. 5 B showing the narrower distance distribution
between positions 83, located only two residues apart). Room
temperature EPR spectra of position 85 also showed a multi-
component behavior, in line with this suggestion. No evi-
dence for completely unfolded MalK subunits was found.
Those peaks that are insensitive to the addition of cofactors
are most probably due to inactive complexes and thus will
not be analyzed. We thus concentrate on the most prominent
peaks and observe their shifts for different states of the
transporter. The most prominent peak in the apo-state is
centered at 2.8 nm (Fig. 4 B). In the ATP-bound state, a de-
crease in the modulation depth and a drastic shift of the dis-
tance distribution with a main distance peak centered at
1.85 nm are observed. This relatively short distance is bor-
derline between pulse and cw-EPR analysis. A low temper-
ature cw-EPR spectrum was recorded on the same sample
and a lineshape analysis was carried out with the program
‘‘dipﬁt’’. Comparison with the spectrum of the apo-state of
the protein where short distances are absent showed an in-
terspin distance of 1.8 nmwith an estimated error of60.1 nm.
The distance distribution panels of Fig. 4 B show excellent
agreement of the distances obtained by cw and pulse EPR.
The results show the complementary character of the two
techniques for distances in the 1–2 nm range. The 1-nm in-
terspin distance decrease onATP binding is clear evidence for
MalK2 closure. Interestingly, no spectral changes are ob-
served in the room temperature cw EPR spectra, indicating
that even a signiﬁcant change in interspin distance is not
always accompanied by visible changes in the spin label dy-
FIGURE 3 DEER measurements on the MalF*G*K(C40S, V117C)2
spin-labeled mutant in the absence of ATP (apo, black) and in the presence
of ATP/EDTA (red). Details according to Fig. 2.
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namics (data not shown). Indeed such behavior is expected
unless the two moieties approach so closely that spin label
dynamics are restricted by collisions with neighboring side
chain or backbone atoms.
In the posthydrolysis state, a broad distribution of distances
is restored, which does not enable a clear assignment of peak
distances. Twomain peaks are present, one at 1.95 nm and the
second at ;3.0 nm. Both peaks indicate a reopening of the
MalK dimer after ATP hydrolysis, in agreement with cross-
linking data published previously (17). The DEER analysis of
the vanadate-trapped state indicates a broad distance distri-
bution, with two peaks at 2.9 and 4.5 nm and an indication for
distances ,1.5 nm. The stronger suppression of the dipolar
modulation depth (31) in the vanadate-trapped state with
respect to the ATP-bound state (Fig. 4 A, bottom panel) in-
dicates that a signiﬁcant population of the transporter is re-
sponsible for the observed short distance. By cw-EPR
lineshape analysis an interspin distance of 1.76 0.1 nmwith a
very narrow distance distribution is found. Thus, we assign
this to the interspin distance in the transition state. The results
for positions 85–859 are in line with a closure of the MalK
subunits on ATP binding, a transition state characterized by
similar short distances, and a reopening of the dimer toward an
apo-state-like conformation after completion of hydrolysis.
In contrast to the data obtained for MalF*G*K(C40S,
A85R1)2 (Fig. 4), the DEER data obtained for MalF*G*
K(C40S, S83R1)2 (Fig. 5) in the apo-state show clearly awell-
deﬁned interMalK distance of 2.0 nm with a narrow distance
distribution characterized by full width at half-maximum of
0.9 nm (Table 1). These results suggest a spin-label side chain
FIGURE 4 DEER measurements on the MalF*G*K(C40S, A85C)2 labeled mutant in the absence of ATP (apo, black), in the presence of ATP/EDTA (red),
in the posthydrolysis state (green) and in the vanadate-trapped state (violet). (A) Upper panel, experimental data V(t) (colored according to the legend) and
exponentially decaying background arising from a three-dimensional distribution of remote spins (dashed lines), as ﬁtted by DeerAnalysis 2006.1 (28); bottom
panel, background corrected experimental data F(t) and ﬁt by the Tikhonov regularization with a regularization parameter a¼ 1000 (dashed lines). (B) distance
distribution P(r) for the different states obtained by the ﬁt (colored according to the legend). For speciﬁc cases, additional low temperature cw measurements
were carried out to obtain precise information on the distance,2 nm (dotted lines). The cw spectra are presented in the insets (colored according to the legend).
The peak distances and line widths obtained are listed in Table 1.
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with limited reorientational freedom due to secondary and
tertiary interactionswithin the protein. EPR room temperature
cw-spectra detected for position 83 indeed show a powder-
like spectrum suggesting that the label is already motionally
restricted (data not shown).
In the ATP-bound state, the interMalK S83R1 distance is
decreased to 1.8 nm, indicating a closure of the nucleotide-
binding domains, although to a smaller extent than what was
observed for position 85. The narrow distance distribution
and the good signal/noise ratio of the DEER trace allows to
deﬁne this 0.2 nm distance change as signiﬁcant. After ATP
hydrolysis in the presence of MgCl2, the modulation depth of
the obtained form factor F(t) function is reduced by almost
50% (Fig. 5 A, bottom panel) indicating the presence of in-
terspin distances,1.5 nm (31). This is in agreement with the
shape of the distance distribution function (Fig. 5 B) that
points clearly to the presence of short distances. Analysis of
the cw EPR spectrum leads to the determination of an in-
terspin distance of 1.5 6 0.1 nm in the posthydrolysis state.
Agreement between the distance distribution obtained by
DEER (straight line) and the cw-obtained Gaussian distance
distribution (dotted line) is shown clearly in Fig. 5 B. For the
vanadate-trapped conformer, which mimics the transition
state during ATP hydrolysis, the distance determined by cw-
EPR is 1.6 nm, close to the posthydrolysis state distance.
The results for positions 83–839 are in line with a slight
approach of these residues on ATP binding, a transition state
characterized by even shorter distances, and a posthydrolysis
state that does not show a reopening of the structure to the
apo-state, but resembles the vanadate-trapped state.
Site-directed cross-linking of MalF*G* K(C40S,
S83C)2 with sulfonate cross-linkers
To estimate interMalK distances by an independent method,
we additionally carried out chemical cross-linking experi-
FIGURE 5 DEER measurements on the MalF*G*K(C40S, S83C)2 labeled mutant in the absence of ATP (apo, black), in the presence of ATP/EDTA (red),
in the posthydrolysis state (green), and in the vanadate-trapped state (violet). Details according to Fig. 4, except for a Tikhonov regularization parameter a ¼
100 used for the ﬁt.
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ments with MalF*G*K(C40S, S83C). The expected distance
changes should be in a detectable range for this approach. This
strategy allows to complement the EPR data, but also to
identify possible artifacts due to steric constraints of the ni-
troxide rings and protein side chains. Furthermore, these ex-
periments permit us to compare the cross-linking patterns of
this residue in theQ-loop to those published in an earlier study
for the nearby residue A85 (17).
Chemical cross-linkingwith sulfonate reagents was carried
out as described in Materials and Methods. Fig. 6 A shows a
Coomassie-stained SDS-gel obtained for MalF*G*K(C40S,
S83C)2 in three conformational states that were also analyzed
in DEER-experiments (apo-, ATP-bound-, and vanadate-
trapped states). In the apo-state, substantial amounts of cross-
link product, identiﬁed by immunoblotting as K-K dimer,
were formed with HBS (1.0 nm) and PBS (2.5 nm) only.
In contrast, in the ATP-bound state, the shortest linker (EBS,
0.5 nm) also produced signiﬁcant amounts of K2. This is
consistent with a tweezers-like closure of the MalK-dimer on
substrate binding. In the vanadate-trapped state, almost equal
amounts of cross-link product were observed for all three
sulfonates.
These results corroborated the EPR ﬁndings on S83R1 that
also point to an ATP-dependent closure of the MalK-dimer,
which thus would be in its tightest conformer after vanadate-
trapping. The fact that changes in the cross-linking pattern
on ATP addition are in agreement with the EPR data and are
not as pronounced as one would expect from the predicted
distance shift from 2.9 to 0.9 nm in the crystal structures of
isolated MalK2 (the most prominent K-K-dimer band should
then be formed by HBS) suggests that, most likely, the Q-loop
rearrangement is different in the complex-assembled and in
soluble MalK. The open-to-close transition implies larger
movements in the latter thatmight be due to themissing TMDs.
In Fig. 6 B, the same kind of analysis is shown for MalF*
G*K(C40S, A85C)2, carried out previously (17). When
comparing these data to those for S83C, the overall pattern
looks very similar; however, there are subtle differences. In
the apo-state, A85C does form substantial amounts of a K-K-
dimer with PBS (2.5 nm) only, whereas S83C shows a sig-
niﬁcant reaction product also with HBS (1.0 nm). This again
corresponds nicely with larger interspin distances detected
by EPR for A85 than for S83 in the apo-states (Table 1).
Interspin distance simulation based on a rotamer
library approach
To improve reliability in the comparison between the EPR
data obtained from spin-labeled complexes and the x-ray
structures, in silico spin-labeling of positions 83 and 85 (Fig.
7) was carried out in all available structures and simulation of
the expected interspin distances was obtained based on a
rotamer library approach (see Materials and Methods). Re-
sults of the simulations for positions 83 and 85 are presented
in Fig. 8 (all simulated values are listed in Table 1), super-
imposed to the experimentally determined interspin distance
distributions and the cross-linking data.
The simulated interspin distances in the isolated structures
follow the tweezers-like trend suggested for the native side
chains. In fact, the distance between the two selected positions
ﬁrst decreases on ATP binding and then slightly increases
again in the posthydrolysis state. This trend of distance
changes is more evident for the label attached to position 85.
Simulations in the MalK subunits assembled in the complex
differed only slightly from theATP-bound state of the isolated
subdomains. This corroborates the ﬁnding that the structure of
MalK in the complex is essentially identical to that of the
isolated MalK dimer (6).
The simulations carried out in the subunits assembled in the
complex are in excellent agreement with the experimentally
determined distances in the ATP-bound state of the detergent-
solubilized complexes. In the apo- and posthydrolysis-states
deviations are observed between the experimental data and
the interspin distances simulated for the isolated structures.
This suggests that the Q-loop region is affected by the trans-
membrane subdomains, in particular at position 83. The
important deviations between the tweezers-like motion sug-
gested from x-ray crystallography in the isolated subunits and
the opening and closure in the complexes will be addressed
further in the following section.
FIGURE 6 Chemical cross-linking of puriﬁed complex variants in deter-
gent solution. Puriﬁed complex mutants were incubated in buffer alone (apo,
lanes 1–3), with ATP/EDTA (1ATP, lanes 4–6), and after vanadate-trapping
(1V, lanes 7–9) before cross-linking with homobifunctional sulfonate cross-
linkers EBS (0.5 nm), HBS (1.0 nm), and PBS (2.5 nm; see Materials and
Methods for details). Ten microliters of the cross-linking reaction mixture
were loaded on a 10% SDS-gel and proteins were separated under nonre-
ducing conditions. (A) MalF*G*K(C40S, S83C)2. (B) MalF*G*K(C40S,
A85C)2 (see also (17)).
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DISCUSSION
Models for coupling the catalytic cycle of NBD to substrate
translocation have been proposed on the basis of the recently
published structures of ABC-importers (6,33). Liganded
substrate binding protein would bind to a transporter whose
TMDs are open to the cytoplasm (inward-facing conforma-
tion), as found for example for the structure of the nucleotide-
free form of the molybdate-tungstate importer ModB2C2-A.
Tight dimerization of the NBDs would then cause the TMDs
to open at the periplasmic face for substrate entry (out-
ward-facing conformation, as found e.g., for ATP-bound
MalFGK(E159Q)2-E). Next, hydrolysis of ATP directs the
transition state back toward the resting state where the sub-
strate is released on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane.
The tweezers-like catalytic cycle of the NBDs was ﬁrst pro-
posed on the basis of the crystal structures of dimeric Rad50
and MalK (16,34). Binding of ATP to the (open) resting state
of MalK2 causes the dimer to close, thereby sandwiching the
two ATPs between the interface of the N-terminal halves of
the NBD. After hydrolysis of ATP and release of Pi, the di-
mer would then progress to the semiopen, ADP-bound state
until it ﬁnally returns to the resting state after dissociation of
ADP. MgATP-driven closure of the MalK-dimer has also
been shown by a molecular dynamics simulation (35). After
introduction of MgATP into the binding pockets, the authors
could monitor a transition from the open to the semiopen or
from the semiopen to the closed conformer. A spin-labeling
study on conformational changes in the ABC-transporter
MsbA was recently published by Borbat et al. (9). The au-
thors could show large distance changes for several residues
in the TM-domains and one residue in the NBDs of MsbA for
the transition from the apo- to the vanadate-trapped state.
In this study, the combination of two methodologies such
as SDSL EPR and site-directed chemical cross-linking is
shown to be a valuable tool to obtain a detailed description at
the molecular level of the MalK2 rearrangements in the apo-,
ATP-bound-, transition-, and posthydrolysis states. The EPR
analysis was complemented by simulations carried out on in
silico spin-labeled x-ray structures to predict the expected
interspin distance constraints. The potentiality of this ap-
proach to validate the x-ray data and to model the structural
changes starting from the available structure of a catalytic
intermediate is shown as well.
FIGURE 7 Spin labels attached at positions 83 and 85 of
MalK2 both in assembled and isolated forms. (A andB) View
on theQ-loops of theMalKdomains (red and green ribbons)
in the assembled complex (2R6G). MalF is represented as
blue ribbons and MalG as surface model. Two arbitrarily
selected rotamers are represented as ball-and-stick models,
with the nitrogen atoms highlighted in blue (N-N distances
2.0 and 1.2 nm, for 83-839 and 85-859, respectively). The
ATP molecules were omitted for sake of clarity. (C and D)
View on the Q-loops of the MalK domains (red and green
ribbons) in the isolated MalK2 in the ATP-bound form
(1Q1E). Two arbitrarily selected rotamers are represented as
ball-and-stickmodels (N-N distances 1.6 and 2.2 nm, for 83-
839 and 85-859, respectively). (E andF) Viewon theQ-loops
of theMalK domains (red and green ribbons) in the isolated
MalK2 in the apo-state.Due to the lack of steric constraints in
the open state, several rotamers of the spin labels are equally
energetically favored; two rotamers arbitrarily chosen
among the several possible are presented (N-N distances
2.9 and 3.4 nm, for 83-839 and 85-859, respectively).
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The presence of two native cysteines partially accessible to
spin-labeling in the C-terminal (regulatory) subdomains of
each MalK monomer allowed monitoring the overall re-
arrangement of this region of the NBDs on ATP binding. Due
to the low labeling efﬁciency and the broad distance distri-
bution obtained from the ﬁt, these data can only be used as
soft constraints in the analysis of the NBD motion during the
catalytic cycle. The distance distribution was analyzed based
on the Cb-Cb distances between the native cysteines (C352
and C362 in E. coliMalK) obtained from the x-ray structures
of isolated and assembled MalK domains. The data suggest a
small increase (,0.3 nm) mainly in the 350–360 and 350–
3609 distances on ATP binding. This fact could be interpreted
as a slight opening of the C-terminal domains in the ATP-
bound state.
The interspin distance of 6 nm detected between positions
117 in the apo-state is in line with the long Cb-Cb distances
measured in the crystal structure of the isolated MalK2 (Table
1). The absence of signiﬁcant changes between positions 117
in complex-assembled MalK2 on ATP binding suggests a
smaller rearrangement at the surface of the MalK dimer in the
assembled than in the isolated form. The MalK dimer in the
apo-state of the complex could be already more compact or
different in terms of side chain dynamics.
The most dramatic distance changes were observed in the
Q-loop (positions 83 and 85) by both cross-linking and EPR
FIGURE 8 Comparison between experimental and simulated distance distributions for positions 83 and 85 in the apo-, ATP-bound-, and posthydrolysis-
states. The EPR-derived data are represented as thick colored lines; the simulated distance distributions derived from spin-labeled isolated MalK domains are
presented as black bar histograms superimposed to the EPR data. The simulated distribution derived from the labeled MalK assembled in the ATP-bound form
of the complex is presented as red bar histogram and superimposed to the EPR data obtained for the ATP-bound state of the detergent solubilized complex. The
amount of K-K dimer observed in the cross-linking studies for the three linkers (EBS, 0.5 nm; HBS, 1.0 nm; PBS, 2.5 nm) is also presented for the apo-, and
ATP-bound states. Full black sticks positioned at the linker main distance represent the major product of the reaction; half full sticks indicate a certain degree of
K-K dimer formation; empty sticks indicate that no K-K dimer is formed with that particular linker.
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(Fig. 8). The choice of two residues in close vicinity, however
with different expected distance changes (Table 1), is of
particular interest as it might help to differentiate the global
rearrangements of the protein from the possible inﬂuences of
the molecular micro-environment on the spin labels. The
Q-loop, connecting thea-helical and theRecA-like subdomains
of MalK, is in several respects important for the catalytic
cycle of the transporter. First, it encompasses a conserved
glutamine residue that binds to a Mg21-ion needed as a co-
factor for ATP-hydrolysis. Second, it is involved in inter-
domain signaling between NBDs and the TMDs (36–38).
Genetic data (39), cross-linking experiments (17,19), and
x-ray data on the assembled complex (6) suggest an interaction
of the Q-loops withMalFG.Moreover, one of the unexpected
features shown by the supercomplex structure is the insertion
of the C-terminal tail of MalG into the MalK dimer interface.
Residues 290–296 of MalG pack along the Q-loop (positions
83–89) of one MalK monomer, with the terminal carboxyl
group of MalG making three hydrogen bonds with backbone
atoms of the Q-loop in the opposing monomer (residues S83,
A85, and L86). The coupling between the two MalK mono-
mers by MalG seems to contribute to the ordering of the
Q-loop and may be important in the formation of the catalytic
intermediate conformation of the full transporter.
The cross-linking data obtained for the cysteines at posi-
tions 83 and 85 nicely correspond to the EPR ﬁndings for the
same cysteines labeled withMTSSL. This comparison allows
to rule out strong effects of label reorientation on the distance
changes detected and to validate the interpretation of the in-
terspin distance changes in terms of backbone rearrange-
ments. The minor discrepancies observed could be explained
by the different experimental strategies. Whereas EPR re-
quires the permanent introduction of a spin label into the
protein that might interfere with the structure as seen in the
case of A85 (low activity), the determination of distances by
cross-linking is highly inﬂuenced by side chain dynamics and
molecular surrounding of the target residue. This might cause
severe differences in reactivity for different sites in the pro-
tein. Furthermore, cross-linking possibly underestimates
distances. Sun et al. (40) reported a similar situation for dis-
tances measured by EPR and cross-linking in Lac-permease
of E. coli. They explain a possible underestimation of dis-
tances by cross-linking by the fact that even infrequent col-
lisions between reactive pairs may lead to an accumulation of
cross-linked product over time. This might be the reason why
we see, for example, aK-K-dimerwith a cross-linker like EBS
(0.5 nm) in the vanadate-trapped state of S83C, where EPR
analysis detected amean distance of 1.6 nm (full width at half-
maximum, 0.8 nm). Thus, we cannot claim that spin-labeling
EPR does not impose any constraints on the experimental
system and so would be closer to the unperturbed situation of
the protein. However, the advantages of SDSL EPR can be
seen in the fact that it permits a quantitative andmore stringent
analysis of the data that might in turn show some of the
structural constraints imposed on the spin-labeled side chains.
Interestingly, the distance distribution obtained by EPR for
A85R1 is characterized by the presence of several peaks,
whereas a single well-deﬁned distance distribution is found
for S83R1 in all states investigated.We do not consider this as
an artifact of sample preparation because the results were
reproducible. Rather, we interpret this ﬁnding as being in-
trinsic to the very sensitive position of A85 in the architecture
of the transporter. The crystal structure ofMalFGK(E159Q)2-E
shows that hydrogen bonds are formed between G293 and
G296 of MalG to the respective A85 residues of the two
MalK-monomers. Whereas an exchange of A85 to cysteine
does not have a severe effect on stability and activity of the
complex, it caused a dramatic loss of stability for MalK2 ex-
pressed as a soluble protein in the absence ofMalFG (data not
shown). Furthermore, attachment of MTSSL to position 85 in
the complex leads to a rather drastic decrease of activity (20%
residual activity, see above). Thus, the formation of poten-
tially inactive protein species by labeling of this speciﬁc site
might cause additional peaks in the distance distribution.
The distance between spin labels attached to position 85
decreases from 2.8 nm to 1.8 nm on ATP binding, with the
transition state (vanadate-trapped state) closely resembling
the ATP-bound state. Good correspondence was found be-
tween the experimentally determined peak maxima and the
distance distribution resulting from the simulation carried out
on in silico spin-labeled isolated MalK2 crystal structures in
the apo- and ATP-bound states (3.1 to 2.0 nm, see Fig. 8),
thus supporting the notion of an open-to-close transition in
the supercomplex similar to the one in the isolated NBDs. It is
worth noting that, despite of a qualitative good agreement,
the positions of the peak maxima obtained from the isolated
MalK domains are slightly shifted with respect to the ex-
perimental distances measured in the assembled complex. On
the other hand, an excellent agreement is found between
simulated and experimental data in the ATP-bound form of
the assembled complex.
In the posthydrolysis state, a reopening of MalK2 at posi-
tion 85 is detected, with the presence of two main peaks at
1.95 and 3 nm. The simulated distance distribution is centered
at 2.5 nm.Again, the simulated peakmaxima, despite being in
qualitative agreement, do not perfectly coincide with the ex-
perimental data. This supports the notion of reopening of the
NBDs in the complex similar to what is observed in the iso-
lated NBDs with minor differences likely arising from the
presence of TMDs.
On the contrary, the data for the spin-labeled position 83,
located only two residues apart, are more difﬁcult to correlate
directly to this movement.
For all states investigated, the DEER distance distribution
for S83R1 was very narrow and monomodal, which on the
one hand makes this residue a good counterpart for a detailed
structural study of the Q-loop. On the other hand, disen-
tangling the inﬂuence of the spin-label side chain rotamers in a
closely packed protein region from the backbone conforma-
tional changes strictly requires in silico spin-labeling and
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analysis of the simulated distances. The experimentally ob-
tained sharp distance distributions strongly suggest that
position 83 is more involved than position 85 in tertiary in-
teractions during all states of the nucleotide cycle in the as-
sembled complex. This is probably due to the presence of
MalG, modifying the overall interaction pattern.
Striking deviations between the simulated (isolatedMalK2)
and experimental results are found especially in the apo-state
where a broad distance distribution centered at 2.8 nm is
simulated in the isolated domains whereas a narrow distance
distribution centered at 2 nm is measured in the assembled
complex. This indicates clearly that even in the absence of
ATP the closely packed protein environment in the assembled
complex leads to interspin distances shorter than expected in
the isolated domains.
In the ATP-bound state, the simulation produced shorter
distances in the isolated than in the assembled complex, the
latter being in excellent agreement with the experimental re-
sults. In the posthydrolysis state, the simulations carried out
on isolated domains better represent the EPR data, even
though the experimental distance distribution is somewhat
narrower and its mean value is shifted to shorter distances.
The good correspondence found between the experimen-
tally determined peak maxima and the distances resulting
from in silico spin-labeling of the isolated MalK2 crystal
structures for position 85 support the notion of an open-to-
close transition in the assembled complex similar to the one in
the isolatedNBDs.However, strong indications exist from the
analysis of position 83 that the presence of MalG might
modify the overall interaction pattern, especially in the apo-
state. Based on these results, the apo-state of the isolated
NBDs obtained by x-ray crystallography is clearly not rep-
resentative for the assembled NBDs.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this study, we presented a site-directed spin-labeling
approach aimed to determine interside chain distances on
spin-labeled mutants of the maltose-ABC-importer, in com-
bination with site-directed chemical cross-linking and a fast
interspin distances simulation method based on spin label
rotamer libraries. The data obtained allowed us to accurately
monitor molecular rearrangements in the nucleotide-binding
subunits of puriﬁed MalFGK2 in detergent solution.
In summary, we have provided a ﬁne-grained analysis
of distance changes for three engineered and two native cys-
teine sites in the MalK subunits of the assembled transporter
at individual steps of the transport cycle. The C-terminal
domains of MalK2 undergo only a slight rearrangement
(,0.3 nm) in the ATP-bound state. Concomitantly, the outer
surfaces of the N-terminal domains do not move closer on
ATP binding. On the contrary, the Q-loop undergoes the
most dramatic distance changes during the catalytic cycle.
Positions 85 come close together in the ATP-bound state and
in the vanadate-trapped intermediate and move back toward
the apo-state after ATP hydrolysis. The distance between
positions 83 is shown to slightly decrease on ATP binding,
and to further decrease after ATP hydrolysis. We found sig-
niﬁcant deviations especially in the apo- and, to aminor extent,
in the posthydrolysis states between the experimental results
and the simulations based on isolated MalK2, especially for
position 83. This fact points to potentially functionally relevant
interactions of this side chain with the transmembrane com-
ponents, most probably with the C-terminal tail of MalG.
Based on EPR and chemical cross-linking data and supported
by in silico analyses, we propose a slightly modiﬁed version of
the tweezers-like motion of the NBDs in the transport com-
plex, in which the apo-state of the NBDs is more compact,
likely due to interactions with MalG.
Molecular modeling based on the assembled complex
structure in combination with the EPR distance constraints
and the available data on the isolated domain rearrangements
during the catalytic cycle would help to monitor at a mo-
lecular level the motional changes of the NBDs in the as-
sembled transporter. Clearly, it is now tempting to probe this
model by taking snapshot pictures for all steps of the trans-
port process with the EPR/cross-linking experimental system
established for the maltose transporter. Studies addressing
the interdomain communication between NBD domains and
key residues in MalF, MalG, and MalE are in progress in our
laboratories.
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